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ABSTRACT
Modeling, simulation, training, and mission rehearsal
have evolved to support combined arms and unit
training with federations of disparate simulation
runtimes. The challenge for environmental generation is
to support fully correlated and detailed content across
both traditional visual and constructive simulation and
the rapidly emerging serious game runtimes.
In this paper we describe the methods we used to
achieve correlation. To do this, we compiled geospatial
source data into a common intermediate representation,
preserved source data attribution, and then exported the
environments using runtime-specific processing.

INTRODUCTION
Modeling, simulation, training, and mission rehearsal
have evolved to support combined arms and unit training
with federations of disparate simulation runtimes. The
challenge for environmental generation is to support fully
correlated and detailed content across both traditional
visual and constructive simulation and the rapidly
emerging serious game runtimes.
The technological challenge is in representing detailed
geo-specific content in each of the runtimes. It is no longer
sufficient to simply produce a single visual output to be
loaded into each simulation. Content correlation must
address the specific object and model representations in
each of the runtimes. The degree of difficulty in providing
correlation varies greatly, depending on the disparity of
the runtime representations being addressed.

For example, correlation between a visual system and
semi-automated forces (SAF) system, such as those based
upon common polygonal representations, is relatively
straightforward, but not without technical trade-offs,
depending on the underlying representations. Polygonal
representations based upon a regular mesh that reflects
the underlying terrain digital elevation model (DEM)
are simpler than those that use triangulated irregular
networks (TIN). However, TINs automatically adapt to
terrain complexity and are computationally guaranteed
to be more efficient than a gridded representation of any
DEM. More importantly, when natural and manmade
cartographic features, such as drainage, roads, and other
manmade objects, need to affect the shape of the terrain
surface, an integrated TIN (ITIN) can be used to achieve
a higher fidelity terrain surface representation with a
minimal increase in polygon complexity over a basic
TIN.
ITINs are largely accepted as the efficient environmental
representation for DoD constructive simulations which
provide SAF capabilities (OneSAF, JointSAF) for
training. However, systems based on game engines (i.e.,
“serious games”) typically utilize gridded representations
of the terrain (height fields) with regular elevation posts
as their terrain representation. Because of this and the
inherent differences in the representations used in various
game engines (3D object [model] representation, AI path
planning, runtime interactions with the environment
[modification and destruction]), achieving spatial
correlation presents significant technical challenges.
In the remainder of this paper we describe the methods
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we used to achieve correlation. To do this, we compiled
geospatial source data into a common intermediate
representation, preserved source data attribution, and
then exported the environments using runtime-specific
processing. We will illustrate the inherent runtime
differences with reference to three serious games and
game engines: Virtual Battlespace 2 (VBS2) created
by Bohemia Interactive Simulations, Steel Beasts

Professional created by eSIM Games, and the Havok
Vision Engine created by Havok. We employed the terrain
database, Tuhup, because of its complex elevations and
manmade terrain structure and exported it to each of the
game engine runtimes using TerraTools 4.0.

Figure 1: Tuhup Source Data Overview Showing Physical Extent and Mining Activity Areas

Figure 2a: Mine Area with 3D Breaklines as Elevations
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Figure 2b: Material Processing Facility
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TUHUP DATABASE

VBS2

The Tuhup coal project in Kalimantan, Borneo will not be
in full production for another year. However, managers
and investors can already tour the entire facility using a
virtual environment created in TerraTools and exported to
a TSGFly and TerraTours visualization. VizMAP Pty. Ltd.
was contracted by PT Asmin Koalindo Tuhup to create a
computer-based representation of the mine’s facilities as
they will appear when mining begins. Figure 1 shows an
overview aerial photograph of the mine operations area.

Virtual Battlespace 2 (VBS2) from Bohemia Interactive
Simulation has been widely adopted internationally for
defense modeling, simulation, and training. VBS2 uses
a regularly spaced height field representation to describe
the 3D surface model (map) in the game. The high field
must have square dimensions and the number of grid posts
must be at least a power of 2 with a maximum of 2048.
The surface of the database (terrain texture) is supplied
by an orthographic phototexture, which has post spacing
independent of the terrain spacing. Surface materials
are assigned by a surface mask, with a maximum of
four different materials. These material masks must
have a resolution that matches the phototexture. Surface
materials are used to specify mobility friction, surface
roughness, and visual ground clutter. In recent versions of
VBS2 (i.e.,1.50 and above) the ability to build larger area
databases, composed of multiple square dimensioned
“maps,” has been added. These “multi-map” databases
remove the overall size limitation of 2048 post spacing
and allow for larger area database construction with a
higher resolution using a smaller post spacing for the
height field.

Apart from the coal deposit, where the interactive virtual
3D environment includes the excavator mining and initial
transport of the coal, the project involves the construction
and operation of a coal stockpiling facility a few
kilometers from the mine site. Figure 2a shows the source
data used to construct the virtual mining area. Due to the
detail in the mine pit, a standard digital elevation model
(DEM) is not sufficiently detailed to accurately reflect the
steep slope of the mine pit walls and the multiple elevation
roadway levels that define the shape of the mine pit. As
a result, detailed 3D breaklines (i.e., vector descriptions
with elevation values at every vertex along the line)
were generated and used as input along with the original
DEM to create a civil engineering level visualization of
the mine pit surface. Figure 2b is the source data for the
mine’s end, where the coal is dumped into the sorting and
washing areas and then transported via ramped conveyors
to these stockpiles. In the overall visualization, observers
can trace the progress of the coal as it is bulldozed via
feeders to a low-level conveyor, which eventually loads
the haul trucks that will carry the clean coal to the river.
From there, the coal barges are guided downstream to the
port for distribution of the resource.
We chose the Tuhup database as a case study for the
representational issues presented by various game
engines since it exhibits significant terrain complexity.
In the remainder of this section, we will use the mine pit
area to illustrate these issues.

REPRESENTATIONAL VARIETY IN
GAME ENGINES
Often variety is a good thing. However, for the generation
of correlated outputs across multiple game engines,
variety becomes a complication. In this section we
describe some of the fundamental differences between
the environmental representations of the three game
engines under consideration here.
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Steel Beasts Pro
SteelBeasts Pro (SBPro) from eSim Games is a vehicle
centric simulation of combined arms combat tactics that
models the gunner’s, commander’s, and driver’s positions
of various armored fighting vehicles. As with VBS2,
SBPro uses a regularly spaced height field representation
to describe the 3D surface model (map) in the game.
However, the SBPro grid spacing is fixed to roughly 12.5
meters. It is not required to be square in dimensions, but
the gaming area currently has a minimum dimension
of roughly 15 km. The maximum gaming area is
approximately 200 km x 200 km. Like VBS2, SBPro has
a material mask with a resolution equal to the DEM grid.
Materials specify roughness, friction, and hardness (i.e.,
how readily vehicles sink into the terrain) values with
independent values for wet and dry weather conditions.
Each terrain post can indicate whether it is composed
of water or snow, as well as a texture to be applied to the
cell, chosen from a library of built-in textures. There is
a maximum of 16 materials allowed for a given gaming
area terrain map.

Havok Vision Engine and Tools
Havok has entered the military simulation market
with their Vision Engine and Havok Tools. While
currently evolving, the Vision Engine provides a visual
representation of the simulated environment. The Havok
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Tools export supports a variety of Havok middleware
applications, including physics, behavior, destruction,
and AI that are used in game dynamics. The environment
is represented by an arbitrary polygonal mesh as opposed
to a regularly spaced height field. Thus techniques such
as ITIN representations can be directly exported for both
formats. Texturing is applied as one would texture any 3D
model and can be composed of geospecific phototexture
or generic material textures. The terrain is divided into
blocks or tiles, which can be paged in and out on demand
by the runtime. Aside from a general flag to specify
and separate the terrain surface from placed models, no
specific material specification is required at this time.

as placement points with orientation or footprints.
These models can be imported in a variety of formats,
including Collada, 3DSMax, VBS2 .p3d (unbinarized),
OpenSceneGraph, and OpenFlight. Certain parametric
processing, for example the placement of lighting along a
linear path, automatically creates a set of derived model
reference points that follow the linear source data. Finally,
surface areas described as source data areals can be
represented by geospecific photo textures or geo-typical
material textures. The final result of this processing is the
compilation of a tiled scene graph (TSG). The TSG can
be directly displayed as can be seen in all of the figures in
this paper that reference the TSGFly viewer.

COMPILATION OF INTERMEDIATE
REPRESENTATION

All of the following examples utilize this ITIN as the
basis for each of the game runtime terrain surfaces. Each
of the derived height field maps are generated from the
ITIN at the required post spacing. In the case of VBS
we generated two variants, using a 1 meter and 10 meter
post spacing. The 10 meter post spacing is commensurate
with the fixed post spacing used by SteelBeasts Pro. The
1 meter post spacing makes use of the VBS2 multi-map
capability to provide additional spatial resolution.

Figure 3a shows the integrated triangulated irregular
network (ITIN) that was created by processing the
underlying DEM, the 3D feature breaklines, and the
road vector network in TerraTools. Any 3D structures
or models (e.g., buildings), areal drainage (e.g., lakes or
water bodies) of GIS surface features that are required
to be integrated into the terrain are also reflected in the
ITIN.
Figure 3b is the same ITIN mesh as in Figure 3a, but
shown in a chloropleth representation where the heights in
the mesh are color coded to depict the range of elevation.
Green shading indicates lower areas; yellow and orange
depict middle elevations; and red / brown areas represent
the highest elevations in the mining pit. Choropleth is a
representation that allows us to visualize the polygonal
terrain surface without having to construct a DEM by
sampling the ITIN.

In the case of Steel Beasts we generate a 12.5 meter height
field. Since Havok can directly ingest the ITIN mesh, no
interpolation needs to be performed, and we can use the
mesh directly.

EXPORT FROM COMMON
REPRESENTATION

3D models, including the excavators and earth moving
vehicles, field lights, and building models, are specified

Once the TSG construction is complete, it becomes
the common internal representation that all TerraTools
exporters use to create correlated runtimes. Figure 4a-d
shows the processing facility area as geometrically
correlated across each of the three game environments
with Figure 4c as the visual export directly from

Figure 3a: ITIN Mine Area Surface Triangulation

Figure 3b: Choropleth Visual of TIN Mine Area
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Figure 4a: VBS2 Visualization (Mine Storage)

Figure 4b: Steel Beasts Pro Visualization

Figure 4c: TSGFly Visualization

Figure 4d: Havok Vision Engine Visualization

TerraTools in tiled scenegraph format (TSG), which
would be comparable to database appearance in a runtime
which loaded OpenSceneGraph or OpenFlight. Note
that there are visual differences between the runtimes,
which are primarily due to runtime lighting, and, in the
case of VBS2, the use of a phototexture image over the
terrain in place of geo-typical material textures. The other
representations use a surface material representation
providing for generic textures for the soils around the
coal piles. Since roads are integrated into the common
TSG, the appearance of the roads is similar, despite
runtime lighting differences.

The local correlation in elevation, however, varies
greatly. The quality of vertical correlation is a complex
function of the local rate of change in elevation and the
DEM sample spacing for the terrain surface in each of the
target runtimes. Thus we would expect to see the greater
miscorrelation in those runtimes with large DEM sample
spacing in areas of rugged terrain. These miscorrelations,
however small, can cause significant changes in visual
appearance across multiple runtimes as illustrated in the
following set of figures.

The geometric differences are of the most interest. They
contribute to variations in line of sight, affect weapons
acquisition calculations, and cause other “fair fight”
considerations that have been a fundamental requirement
since the beginning of networked simulations for training.
Manual measurements of various features’ horizontal
positions show nearly perfect correlation across all
runtimes.
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Figure 5a-d shows a portion of the mine pit area (Figure
2a) and illustrates that the constraints in how the terrain is
represented in each of the game runtimes determines our
ability to achieve geometric correlation across multiple
runtimes. As in Figure 4a-d, we show the visual export
into the three game engines and in a visual TSG. It is
visually apparent, using the TSG as a reference, that
VBS2 and SteelBeasts, which both use a fixed height field
representation, cannot represent the steep slope of the
mine wall. Since the Havok Vision runtime can directly
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Figure 5a: VBS2 Visualization (1 Meter Multi-map)

Figure 5b: Steel Beasts Pro Visualization

Figure 5c: TSGFly Visualization

Figure 5d: Havoc Vision Engine Visualization

consume the output ITIN polygonal representation, it is
equivalent to the reference TSG. In this case the VBS2
was created using the new multi-map capability available
in VBS2 (i.e., 1.50 and onward), using a 1 meter post
spacing. Even with this detailed post spacing, one can
still see differences between the reference and the VBS2
visual. Of course, SteelBeasts, with a fixed 12.5 meter
spacing, exhibits the most extreme deviation from the
TSG baseline.

6a shows the Tuhup mine area in VBS2 in 1 meter post
spacing while Figure 6b show the same view using a 10
meter version of the VBS2 mapfile. Visual inspection of
these images shows the expected result between the two
terrain representations. Figure 6a provides a significantly
more detailed portrayal of the steep slope areas of the
mine pit than Figure 6b.

In order to explore and portray the effect of spatial
resolution within a game environment, we built a second
version of the Tuhup database for VBS2 using a 10 meter
post spacing. Given the geographic extent of the Tuhup
database, 10 meters is the post spacing that most typical
users would employ. Figure 6a-b shows the mine area
from two different viewpoints in VBS2, using the 1 meter
export shown in Figures 4a-d and 5a-d, and a 10 meter
export produced from the same TerraTools project as a
comparison. The only difference between these VBS2
databases is the post spacing for the height fields. Figure
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These slopes, which are modeled using the integration of
3D breakline features as shown in Figure 2a, allow for
vehicle trafficability in the side walls of the mine. This
is enabled by the use of the VBS2 multi-map, breaking
the overall project area into a regular grid of cells, each
of which use a 1 meter DEM for the terrain surface
representation. In the following section, we perform
a quantitative analysis using each runtime to detail the
effect of grid post spacing on correlation across multiple
runtimes.
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Figure 6a: Mine View in VBS2 1 Meter Multi-map

Figure 6b: Mine View in VBS2 10 Meter Post Spacing

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Visual inspection of terrain is a standard practice for
reviewing database content. However, when correlation
between multiple runtimes is the issue, the quantitative
analysis of the differences between terrain surfaces can
provide for more useful insights.
In order to compare the baseline terrain representation as
defined by the TSG visual with the three game runtimes,
we selected a subarea of the Tuhup database containing
the mine pit area shown in Figure 2a. This area is
approximately 1700 meters (east-west) and 1400 meters
(north-south) with an elevation range between 102 meters
to 300 meters. Using the ITIN polygonal representation
as the reference surface, we computed a regular elevation
grid at a 1/10th of a meter post spacing. This created a
reference DEM with 238 million points which was fine
enough to be used across the 1 meter, 10 meter, and 12.5
meter post spacing for the games requiring a height field
representation.
Table 1, seen below, shows the results of this quantitative
analysis. As expected the height field grid spacing
essentially determines the root mean square (RMS) error
of the resulting terrain surface when compared to the
reference 1/10th meter DEM. The SteelBeasts and VBS2
(10 m) have very similar RMS errors, and this explains
why these runtimes can appear to be well correlated when

used in a networked exercise. We would expect to see
a more significant lack of correlation when comparing
SteelBeasts with VBS2 (1 m) due to the difference
between the DEM sample size.

TERRAIN REPRESENTATION EFFICIENCY
Table 1 also shows that significant efficiency in the use
of ITIN representation in terms of number of polygons
as opposed to traditional game engine height field arrays.
Those representations require an array of points easily
calculated based upon the game area extent and density
of elevation points. Likewise, since height fields are
generally right-triangulated, the number of polygons used
is easily calculated using the familiar formula ((M-1) *
(N-1) *2), where M and N are the number of elevation
points in rows and columns for the terrain box. A quick
analysis of VBS2 (1 meter) compared to Vision Engine
shows that more than 600 times the number of polygons
needed to achieve a sub-meter (.23 m) RMS difference.

BEYOND TERRAIN REPRESENTATION
In the previous section we described differences in terrain
representation. The automatic parametric generation of
3D complex buildings also must deal with differences
in the underlying representation of the individual game

Table 1
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engine. In this section we give a brief description of how
structures can be represented and considerations for their
automatic generation.

VBS2
VBS2 represents buildings as a set of independent
meshes which provide different functionality within the
game runtime. A Visual mesh, which contains arbitrary
geometry, is only used for rendering purposes and is not
used within the simulation runtime. A collision mesh,
which is a collection of closed, convex volumes, typically
represents a simplified version of the visual mesh and
is used in the runtime to calculate obstacles for human
and vehicle movement. A Shadow mesh, which like the
collision mesh is a collection of closed, convex volumes,
is used for shadow casting realtime shader computations.
A navigation mesh, which is a collection of linears, defines
the positions and paths that the AI can lock on to from
the terrain and follow through the building. A Roadway
mesh, an arbitrary mesh, defines the polygons on which
human characters and vehicles can traverse, usually the
floor surfaces and the traversal attributes of the surface
(e.g., friction, noise effects, etc). An optional underground
mesh defines the area of the building that penetrates the
DEM-based terrain skin. Each of these mesh files are
produced as a part of the building generation process.

Steel Beasts Pro
SteelBeasts uses a basic visual mesh of arbitrary geometry
to construct man-made structures. Collision volumes are
defined as an appropriately scaled cylinder, bounding
box, or the visual mesh itself. For ground operations we
use the actual building mesh since this provides the most
detailed collision volume. Individual materials on the
visual mesh are assigned penetration values for various
ammunition types (e.g., kinetic, high explosive, and
shaped explosive), which are used for computing round
penetration values.
In order to support AI and combined arms training, a set
of positions defines entrance points to the building, and
firing positions are defined during the building generation
process. These positions are based upon window and
door locations and represent reasonable locations for
infantry AI planning for engagement from the building.
There is no sense of interior navigation of the building, as
infantry essentially teleports from the entrance points to
the firing positions. Human players and vehicles cannot
enter buildings. There is not currently an underground
representation, and as a result there are no firing points or
underground building entrances.
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Vision Engine and Havok Mesh
The Havok Vision Engine and associated Havok Mesh use
an arbitrary visual mesh and a collision mesh constructed
from closed volumes to represent 3D structures, such as
buildings. In certain cases the visual and collision mesh
may be the same mesh. Surfaces and geometry can be
marked with basic material specifications, such as wood
or concrete for generic destruction application.
Unlike VBS2 and SteelBeasts, information to inform
AI and entity navigation is largely constructed from by
the Havok middleware from the mesh and attribution
provided on the structures. This process is evolving
to include the ability to support external specification
of navigation meshes. Underground structures can be
directly represented since the arbitrary mesh generated
for the terrain can have holes embedded, which allows
buildings to have areas that penetrate the surface to form
underground areas.
This brief description illustrates the fact that there is
minimal commonality in structure representation across
these three serious game runtimes. This implies that
techniques to provide for correlation must represent the
common structural and geometric abstractions and apply
runtime specific knowledge including attribution during
the database generation process.

CORRELATED BUILDINGS FOR SERIOUS
GAME ENVIRONMENTS
Figure 7a-d shows the automatic construction of
correlated buildings using TerraTools Urban Details™
parametric building generation process. The input
to this process is simply a building footprint and a set
of attributes used to guide the interior, exterior, and
appearance of the buildings. Likewise the surrounding
wall is also parametrically generated from a linear GIS
feature with attribution as to wall style and height.
Figure 7a shows the building in the VBS2 runtime, having
collision, pathway, shadow and AI meshes automatically
computed. Figure 7b shows the structures in the Steel
Beasts runtime. In the case of Steel Beasts, material
information is associated with the geometry to support
weapons effects calculated by the runtime. Figure 7c
shows the structure in the Havok Vision Engine. This
representation is purely geometric and is tied to the Havok
Mesh representation in Figure 7d to provide collision, AI,
and destruction capabilities at runtime.
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Figure 7a: VBS2 Visual Representation (p3d Model)

Figure 7b: Steel Beasts Pro Visual Representation

Figure 7c: Havok Vision Engine Building Visual

Figure 7d: Havok Mesh for Tools Representation

CONCLUSIONS
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As requirements for ground-based modeling and
simulation continue to emphasize high fidelity
environments that can support networks of federated
runtimes, these techniques will assure that the common
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